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The Hour Has Come 

Act 3

Scene 1

The Garden of Gethsemane. Night time.

(Enter JESUS, PETER, JAMES, JOHN and the DISCIPLES.)

JESUS: The eight of you sit here. I shall go a little further with Peter, James and John. I must 

pray, because the hour my whole life has been building to has finally arrived.

(The DISCIPLES sit, stage left. JESUS, PETER, JAMES and JOHN move to stage right.)

Oh! My soul is overwhelmed. I can feel sorrow flooding my heart. It’s crushing me. My 

friends, stay here and keep watch. I must pray to my Father God.

(PETER, JAMES and JOHN sit, stage right. JESUS moves down stage, centre, and bows to the 

ground. He weeps.)

Oh, my Father, it has all been building to this. Now the moment arrives it is a weight, a 

sorrow, almost too great to bear. It fills my soul like freezing water fills gasping lungs. I see 

the anger, the separation, all stored up like the bitterest of wines in a cup. If there is any 

way for me to avoid drinking from that cup, may it be so! Yet, do not do as I wish, but as 

you wish. May what you know is right, be done.  

(JESUS returns to PETER, JAMES and JOHN, who are asleep.)

Peter!

PETER: (Awakening) What? Hm? Who is it?

JAMES and JOHN: My Lord!

JESUS: Are you asleep? Could you not keep watch for even a short time? Watch and pray 

so that you will not give in to temptation. The desire to do what is right and the desire to do 

what is wrong are warring within you constantly! Stay alert!

(JESUS moves down stage, centre, and bows again.)

My Father, please! If there is any way that we can save them which spares me what is to 

come, please may it be so. Yet, if it is not possible for this cup to be taken away unless I 

drink it, may your will be done.

(JESUS returns to PETER, JAMES and JOHN, who are asleep again. As JESUS watches them, 

PETER awakens, and rouses JAMES and JOHN. They look at JESUS, and everyone is silent. 

After a moment, JESUS moves down stage, centre, and bows a third time.)

My Father, I say it one final time. I will give up my rights, my control and my life in order to 

save them, if it is the way you designate. May your will be done.
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(JESUS returns to PETER, JAMES and JOHN, who are asleep again.)

Are you still sleeping? See the burning torches through the trees! Hear the baying cries of 

the mob! The world as you know it is fading. The hour has come.

(Enter JUDAS, MALCHUS, the PRIESTS, the SOLDIERS and the MOB.)

JUDAS: (Counting his silver coins greedily and whispering) The man I greet with a kiss is the 

one you seek. Arrest him, make sure there are plenty of men guarding him, and take him 

away! (To Jesus) 

JESUS: Who is it you have come for?

PRIESTS, SOLDIERS, MOB: Jesus from the town of Nazareth!

JESUS: I am he.

(JUDAS, MALCHUS, the PRIESTS, the SOLDIERS and the MOB gasp, and fall back to the 

ground.)

JESUS: Who are you here for?

PRIESTS, SOLDIERS, MOB: Jesus, from Nazareth.

JUDAS: (Nervously) Greetings, teacher! (JUDAS kisses JESUS on the cheek.)

JESUS: Judas, would you betray me with a kiss? With the greeting of a friend?

PETER: All of you, stay back! You leave him alone! Not one step further! Stop! You hear me? 

Stop! (PETER draws his sword and cuts off MALCHUS’ ear. MALCHUS falls to the ground.)

JESUS: Enough! Enough! Put your sword away! Do you not know that if you spend your life 

wielding the sword, you will be killed by the sword? You do not need to fight for me. I 

could call to my Father God to send legions of angels to save me now, but how then 

would God’s plan be completed? This has all been foretold. It must happen this way.

(JESUS kneels next to MALCHUS and helps him up. JESUS holds a hand to MALCHUS’ ear. 

The blood disappears. The ear is healed. There is a pause.)

Am I leading some sort of rebellion, that you have come armed to the teeth to seize me? I 

have been in the city temple daily, but you have waited until now to come for me. Of 

course you have. You thrive in the darkness; it is your time. 

(With a cry the PRIESTS, the SOLDIERS and the MOB rush forward and surround JESUS. JESUS, 

JUDAS, MALCHUS, the PRIESTS, the SOLDIERS and the MOB exit. Terrified, PETER, JAMES, 

JOHN and the DISCIPLES exit the opposite way.)
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The Hour Has Come
Follow-Up Work 

The Hour Has Come
Follow-Up Work 

1. What type of text is this?  (T4)

2. Name 3 features which tell you this 
is a playscript.  (T4)

3. Find and copy 3 stage directions in 
the text.  (T4)

4. Why are stage directions needed 
in a playscript?  (T4)

5. Why do you think Peter, John, 
James and Judas are named but the 
other eight disciples are grouped as 
‘DISCIPLES’?  (P2/2e)

6. Why is Jesus feeling overwhelmed?  
(P5/2d)

7. Is Jesus angry with God for 
allowing these events to take place? 
How do you know?  (P5/2d)

8. Jesus tells Peter, James and John 
to watch and pray so that they will 
not give in to temptation. What is 
tempting them?  (C6/2b)

9. When the priests, soldiers and mob 
arrive and announce they are 
looking for Jesus from the town of 
Nazareth, their dialogue ends with an 
exclamation mark. When they say it 
again soon after, it ends in a full stop. 
Why does their tone change?  (L5/2g)

10. Who defends Jesus against the 
mob?  (C6/2b)

11. Why does Jesus stop Peter?  
(C6/2b)

1. What type of text is this?  (T4)

2. Name 3 features which tell you this 
is a playscript.  (T4)

3. Find and copy 3 stage directions in 
the text.  (T4)

4. Why are stage directions needed 
in a playscript?  (T4)

5. Why do you think Peter, John, 
James and Judas are named but the 
other eight disciples are grouped as 
‘DISCIPLES’?  (P2/2e)

6. Why is Jesus feeling overwhelmed?  
(P5/2d)

7. Is Jesus angry with God for 
allowing these events to take place? 
How do you know?  (P5/2d)

8. Jesus tells Peter, James and John 
to watch and pray so that they will 
not give in to temptation. What is 
tempting them?  (C6/2b)

9. When the priests, soldiers and mob 
arrive and announce they are 
looking for Jesus from the town of 
Nazareth, their dialogue ends with an 
exclamation mark. When they say it 
again soon after, it ends in a full stop. 
Why does their tone change?  (L5/2g)

10. Who defends Jesus against the 
mob?  (C6/2b)

11. Why does Jesus stop Peter?  
(C6/2b)
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The Hour Has Come – Vocab 1

Write the definitions for the words below.

Gethsemane

overwhelmed

temptation

warring

designate

baying

wielding

legions

foretold

seize

thrive
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The Hour Has Come – Vocab 2

Use the clues below to complete the crossword. 

Unscramble the letters in the grey boxes to reveal another of your newly learned words.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Find the rest of your newly learned words in the word search below. Words may be written 

forwards, backwards or diagonally. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1. the garden where Jesus went to pray 4. fighting or battling

2. grab suddenly and forcibly 5. overcome with emotion

3. predicted a future event 6. a large number of people or things

a n h c j l e c s b k i d r b

f s d q x v g p m o f u w a g

p n o i t a t p m e t a y h l

b l e n j m r b h c s i n z q

g n i d l e i w o r n j f k b

d i m c g d e s i g n a t e u
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I will give up my rights, my control and my life in order to save them.

Judas, would you betray me with a kiss?

I could call to my Father God to send legions of angels to save me now.

It must happen this way.

Use the modal verbs from the word bank to complete the sentences below.

1. I  ________________ pray to my Father God.

2. ________________  you not keep watch for even a short time?

3. If you spend your life wielding the sword, you  ________________ be killed by the sword.

4. ________________ your will be done.

Write 3 sentences containing modal verbs.

1. __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Hour Has Come – GPS

Circle the modal verbs in the sentences below.

will may must could
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The Hour Has Come – Oral Teacher Questions

1. What type of text is this?  (T4)  A playscript

2. Name 3 features which tell you this is a playscript.  (T4)  Various possible answers, for 

example: ‘Act 3, Scene 1’, stage directions, no inverted commas for dialogue.

3. Find and copy 3 stage directions in the text.  (T4)  Various possible answers, for example: 

The DISCIPLES sit, stage left; JESUS, PETER, JAMES and JOHN move to stage right; JESUS 

returns to PETER, JAMES and JOHN, who are asleep; JESUS moves down stage, centre, and 

bows again.

4. Why are stage directions needed in a playscript?  (T4)  They instruct the actors and 

director where the different characters need to be and what they need to be doing.

5. Why do you think Peter, John, James and Judas are named but the other eight disciples 

are grouped as ‘DISCIPLES’?  (P2/2e)  The other eight disciples do not have speaking parts 

or individual actions so they do not need to be listed by name.

6. Why is Jesus feeling overwhelmed?  (P5/2d) He knows that he will be betrayed by a 

trusted disciple and is anticipating his forthcoming crucifixion.

7. Is Jesus angry with God for allowing these events to take place? How do you know?  

(P5/2d)  No, Jesus is not angry with God. He says, “Yet, do not do as I wish, but as you 

wish. May what you know is right, be done.” He trusts that God will do the right thing.

8. Jesus tells Peter, James and John to watch and pray so that they will not give in to 

temptation. What is tempting them?  (C6/2b)  Their desire to sleep.

9. When the priests, soldiers and mob arrive and announce they are looking for Jesus from 

the town of Nazareth, their dialogue ends with an exclamation mark. When they say it 

again soon after, it ends in a full stop. Why does their tone change?  (L5/2g)  They gasped 

and fell back in shock after Jesus calmly announced who he was. Their anger and 

demands have been shaken by Jesus’ calm power.

10. Who defends Jesus against the mob?  (C6/2b)  Peter

11. Why does Jesus stop Peter?  (C6/2b)  He believes that fighting cannot resolve problems 

and that Peter could get himself killed. He believes the betrayal and crucifixion are part of 

God’s plan and that “it must happen this way”.

12. How do the disciples feel when Jesus is taken away?  (C6/2b)  The stage directions 

state that they felt terrified.
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The Hour Has Come – Vocab 1

Write the definitions for the words below.

Gethsemane
the garden where Jesus went to pray the night before he was 

crucified

overwhelmed
overcome with emotion

temptation the desire or want to do something especially wrong or unwise

warring fighting or battling

designate give someone a specific job or task

baying shouting loudly and demanding something

wielding holding and using a weapon or tool

legions a large number of people or things

foretold predicted a future event

seize grab suddenly and forcibly

thrive grow and develop well
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The Hour Has Come – Vocab 2

Use the clues below to complete the crossword. 

Unscramble the letters in the grey boxes to reveal another of your newly learned words.

thrive

Find the rest of your newly learned words in the word search below. Words may be written 

forwards, backwards or diagonally. 

G e t h s e m a n e

s e i z e

f o r e t o l d

w a r r i n g

o v e r w h e l m e d

l e g i o n s

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1. the garden where Jesus went to pray 4. fighting or battling

2. grab suddenly and forcibly 5. overcome with emotion

3. predicted a future event 6. a large number of people or things

a n h c j l e c s b k i d r b

f s d q x v g p m o f u w a g

p n o i t a t p m e t a y h l

b l e n j m r b h c s i n z q

g n i d l e i w o r n j f k b

d i m c g d e s i g n a t e u
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I will give up my rights, my control and my life in order to save them.

Judas, would you betray me with a kiss?

I could call to my Father God to send legions of angels to save me now.

It must happen this way.

Use the modal verbs from the word bank to complete the sentences below.

1. I must pray to my Father God.

2. Could you not keep watch for even a short time?

3. If you spend your life wielding the sword, you will be killed by the sword.

4. May your will be done.

Write 3 sentences containing modal verbs. Various possible answers, for example:

1. Judas should feel ashamed for the way that he treated Jesus.

2. Peter, John and James must try harder to resist temptation. 

3. Jesus believes that God has a plan so he will trust his judgement. 

The Hour Has Come – GPS

Circle the modal verbs in the sentences below.

will may must could
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Classroom Secrets Codes for New Curriculum Reading Expectations

Comprehension

Year 1/2 C1/1a Discussing word meanings, linking new meanings to known vocabulary

C2 Answer simple, information retrieval questions about texts*

C3 Drawing on what they already know from background information and 
vocabulary provided by the teacher

C4 Discussing and expressing views about a wide range of texts

C5/1c Discussing the sequence of events in texts and how items of information are 
related

Year 3/4 C1/2a Explaining the meaning of words in context

C4 Discussing and expressing views about a wide range of texts

C6/2b Retrieve and record information from fiction and non-fiction

C7 Identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to meaning

Year 5/6 C1/2a Exploring the meaning of words in context

C4 Discussing and expressing views about a wide range of texts

C6/2b Retrieve, record and present information from fiction and non-fiction

C7 Identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to meaning

C8/2h Making comparisons within and across texts

C9 Distinguish between statements of fact and opinion

Predictions and Making Inferences

Year 1/2 P1 Link the text to their own experiences

P2/1e Predicting what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far

P3/1d Making inferences on the basis of what is being said and done

P4 Answering and asking questions

Year 3/4 P2/2e Predicting what might happen from details stated and implied

P4 Asking questions to improve their understanding

P5/2d Drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and motives 
from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence

Year 5/6 P2/2e Predicting what might happen from details stated and implied

P4 Asking questions to improve their understanding

P5/2d Drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and motives 

from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence

Language for Effect

Year 1/2 L1 Recognising and joining in with predictable phrases

L2 Learning to appreciate rhymes and poems, and to recite some by heart with 
appropriate intonation to make the meaning clear

Year 3/4 L3 Using dictionaries to check the meaning of words they have read

L4 Preparing poems and play scripts to read aloud and to perform, showing 
understanding through intonation, tone, volume and action

Year 5/6 L2 Learning a wider range of poetry by heart

L4 Preparing poems and play scripts to read aloud and to perform, showing 
understanding through intonation, tone, volume and action so that the meaning 
is clear to an audience

L5/2g Discuss and evaluate the authors’ use of language, including figurative 
language, including the impact on the reader and how meaning is enhanced 
through the author’s choice of words and phrases

L6/2f Identify and explain how content is related and contributes to meaning as a 
whole 

*not currently a curriculum objective 
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Summarising

Year 1/2 S1 Discussing the significance of the title and events

Year 3/4 S2/2c
Identifying main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph and summarising these

Year 5/6 S2/2c Summarising from more than one paragraph, identifying key details which support 
the main ideas

Themes and Conventions 

Year 1/2 T1/1b Becoming very familiar with non-fiction and fiction, such as key stories, fairy 
stories and traditional tales, and retelling them

T2/1b Considering the particular characteristics of the above texts

Year 3/4 T3 Reading texts that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of 
purposes

T4 Identifying themes and conventions in a wide range of texts

T5 Recognising some different forms of poetry 

Year 5/6 T2 Increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books, including myths, legends 
and traditional stories, modern fiction, fiction from our literary heritage, and texts 
from other cultures and traditions

T4 Identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range 
of writing

Reading for Pleasure

Year 1/2 R1 Listening to and discussing a wide range of fiction and non-fiction texts

R2 Participate in discussion about texts, poems and other works that are read to 
them and those that they can read for themselves, taking turns and listening to 
what others say

R3 Discussing their favourite words and phrases

Year 3/4 R1 Listening to and discussing a wide range of fiction and non-fiction texts

R2 Participate in discussion about both texts that are read to them and those they 
can read for themselves, taking turns and listening to what others say 

R3
Discussing words and phrases that capture the reader’s interest and imagination

Year 5/6 R2 Participate in discussions about books that are read to them and those they can 
read for themselves, building on their own and others’ ideas and challenging 
views courteously

R3
Discussing words and phrases that capture the reader’s interest and imagination

R4 Recommending texts that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their 
choices
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